
Epson TM-m30II-H (142): USB +
Ethernet + BT + Lightning + SD,
Black, PS, EU

DATASHEET / BROCHURE

The easy-to-use point-of-sale solution that allows for peripheral 
connection through advanced hub functionality.

Epson, the number one POS printer manufacturer in Europe1, has developed the 
design-led TM-m30II-H mPOS solution for specialist shops, boutique outlets, 
small restaurants, bars, coffee shops, delis and food trucks. It features enhanced 
functionality and ‘Sync and Charge’ for tablet device connection, that allows the 
user to power the tablet and print data over a single cable. 

Simple compact design
The TM-m30II-H is based on a simple, compact cube design with a very small 
footprint. This discreet design fits seamlessly into most environments. Available 
in black or white.

Enhanced connectivity
This mPOS device boasts advanced hub functionality and a rich set of features. 
Peripherals such as scanners, keypads and scales, can connect directly with the 
TM-m30II-H and pass data to a device such as a tablet that would not normally 
support connection to peripherals. It also includes enhanced connectivity (USB, 
Ethernet and optional Bluetooth) and Server Direct Print (SDP) and Cloud (OMS) 
intelligent functionality.

Reliability
The TM-M30II-H offers a host of new features that are designed with 
transactional efficiency in mind. These include: increased print speeds (up to 
250mm/s); a paper near-end sensor; enhanced mechanism, printhead and auto-
cutter and an advanced paper-saving function that includes paper back-feed 
capability. 

KEY FEATURES

Enhanced connectivity
Three USB A ports to connect 
peripherals
Iconic design
Stylish, practical design with small 
footprint and clean lines
Fast printing
Increased print speed of 250mm/s
Direct printing from mobile devices
Without the need to install or update 
drivers
Reliable
Epson’s tried and trusted build quality



LOGISTICS INFORMATION

SKU C31CH92142

EAN code 8715946685021

Country of Origin Philippines

Epson TM-m30II-H (142): USB +
Ethernet + BT + Lightning + SD,
Black, PS, EU

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

AC cable
Roll paper
Main unit
Paper spacer
Power switch cover
Setup guide
Warranty document
Cable fixation saddle
PS-180

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

OT-BZ20-634: Optional External Buzzer

C32C890634

Back Plate Cover, White

C32C881020

Wall Hanging Bracket

C32C881017

Tablet Stand, Black

7110080

Epson OT-WL06-323: Wireless LAN dongle 
2.4/5GHz WE/CE

C32C891323

1.  Number one POS printer manufacturer based on
shipments for FY18 (IDC 2019)
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D-40670 Meerbusch 
Info-Line: 02159 92 79 500 
Telefax: +49 (0) 2159/538-3000 
www.epson.de

Epson in Österreich 
Info-Line: 01 253 49 78 333 
www.epson.at 
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www.epson.ch


